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Riparian areas are critical interfaces between aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems.  Protecting and
enhancing them by implementing streamside management zones (SMZ’s) is an essential practice
of sustainable forestry.  SMZ’s provide ecological functions including protection against non-
point source pollution, promotion of water infiltration, contribution of beneficial nutrients and
coarse woody debris to streams, and protection against increased temperatures that alter aquatic
communities.  This research will demonstrate how fine spatial resolution satellite imagery can be
integrated with geographic information layers to efficiently and accurately delineate SMZ
boundaries with minimal external inputs, thereby providing a useful tool to planners, managers,
and policy makers worldwide.

Introduction

The information needed to address issues of sustainability extends well beyond that

traditionally required by foresters.  Geospatial technologies are tailor-made for satisfying such

needs but are currently underutilized.  This research is developing a tool that will support the

sustainable forestry practice of implementing streamside management zones (SMZ’s) to protect

water quality.  Image data from DigitalGlobe’s QuickBird satellite and supporting information

layers, are being integrated into a model that applies these geographic information system (GIS)

data layers to delineate SMZ boundaries and assess their effectiveness in controlling non-point

source (NPS) pollution and surface runoff from the surrounding landscape.  This tool will

facilitate accurate identification of critical conservation areas in landscapes enhancing the

capability to manage them appropriately.  In addition to describing how geospatial technologies

will be applied to support sustainable forestry, this paper concretely defines the practice such that

appropriate management techniques can be clearly identified.  The role of sustainable forestry is

also placed in context within larger sustainable development issues.
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Background

Sustainable development is a multidimensional global issue.  Among the world’s

challenges are poverty, limited food supplies, limited access to clean water and adequate

sanitation, and threats to the biological integrity, ecological functioning and continued physical

existence of our forests (Todaro, 2000; Franklin, 2001).  Human populations are steadily

increasing and are expected to reach 8.9 billion by 2050 (Pretty and Hine, 2001).  Rapid

population growth and expanding economic activity are likely to result in extensive

environmental damage unless measures are used to minimize their negative impacts (Todaro,

2000).

Despite the complexity of sustainable development, many accomplishments have been

made.  For example, some groups embracing sustainable agriculture have realized tremendous

benefits.  The literature on sustainable agriculture is more mature than that on sustainable

forestry but many parallels can be drawn between the two.  In fact, in many settings they are

tightly interwoven.  Examples of successful sustainable agricultural practices can be seen in

Argentina’s 37% increase in maize production and 11% increase in soya production with the

implementation of zero-till farming (Pretty and Hine, 2001).  This success spurred rapid

diffusion of this technology through Paraguay and Brazil, yielding similar results.  In Honduras,

Guatemala, and Nicaragua, approximately 45,000 families have benefited from increased yields

resulting from sustainable agricultural practices (Pretty and Hine, 2001).

Studying the successes and continued challenges of sustainable development, it becomes

apparent that if sustainable practices are to become widespread, there must be a supportive

policy environment (Falconer and Foresman, 2002; Todaro, 2000; Franklin, 2001; American

Forest and Paper Association, 2001; Forest Stewardship Council, 2001; International Center for
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Integrated Mountain Development, 2001).  Currently, there is general consensus among

scientists, resource managers, policymakers, industry and the public that environmental

protection and prudent management of natural resources should be a high priority (Forest

Stewardship Council, 2001; American Forest and Paper Association, 2001; American Forest

Foundation, 2001; Environmental Protection Agency, 2001; International Center for Integrated

Mountain Development, 2001; Corbley, 1998; Conway, 1982; Cubbage et al., 1993; Kohm and

Franklin, 1997:United Nations, 1992).  However, despite considerable global recognition of the

need for supportive policies, very few countries have actually integrated polices that support

sustainable development practices (Pretty and Hine, 2001).

In addition to a favorable policy environment, to successfully implement sustainable

development, there needs to be assessment and monitoring tools.  Sustainable development

requires that biological and socioeconomic indicators be assessed to harmonize social, economic,

and environmental goals (Hall, 1998).  Complex ecological considerations are confounded by the

sociopolitical milieu in which they exist (Todaro, 2000; Hall, 1998; Goodenough et al., 1998).

Information and communication technologies show great promise for addressing such issues and

also as tools for both monitoring and managing indicators (Potter et al., 2000).  Geospatial

technologies, including GIS, remote sensing (RS), and global positioning systems (GPS) are a

particularly important group of specialized information and communication technologies that are

becoming less expensive, less complex, and more accessible (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998;

Clarke, 2001; Deichman and Wood, 2001; Jensen, 2000).  How to bring these technologies

within the affordable reach of small-scale land managers is among the most actively debated

issues in the international development community (Chowdhury, 2001).
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Recognizing the tremendous breadth, depth, scope, and inherent multidimensionality of

sustainable development, reality dictates that this research narrow in focus and make specific

contributions stemming from the researcher’s experience and interest in sustainable forestry.

These contributions will be integrated with those from other researchers and other disciplines

into larger developmental issues.  Given these constraints, the focus of this project is to develop a

minimalist solution to the sustainable forestry practice of implementing SMZ’s to protect water

quality.

What is Sustainable Forestry?

The old notion of “development versus the environment” has given way to a new view in

which better environmental stewardship is essential to sustain development (World Bank, 1997).

The reality faced however, is that no forest on the planet will likely remain intact without

conscious human decision making, and on-the-ground treatments and prescriptions that consider

ecological processes and functioning (Franklin, 2001).  The concept of sustainable forestry has

generated much discussion worldwide, but the discourse does not provide clear direction on how

to apply it.   Numerous organizations have suggested principles, criteria, and indicators to

consider in sustainable forest management (American Forest and Paper Association, 2001; Forest

Stewardship Council, 2001; Environmental Protection Agency, 2001; International Center for

Integrated Mountain Development, 2001; Mississippi Forestry Commission, 1995; American

Forest Foundation, 2001; United Nations, 1992).  Unfortunately, the goals and objectives offered

often seem contradictory and inconsistent (Caulfield et. al., 2001; Rauscher, 1999).  Franklin

(2001) suggests that the goal of sustainable forestry is to predict the effects of human activities

and natural processes on forests, and to promote practices that ensure sustainability of the

world’s forests.  The United Nations more broadly states, “Forest resources and forest lands
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should be sustainably managed to meet the social, economic, ecological, cultural, and spiritual

needs of present and future generations” (United Nations, 1992, Agenda 21, Annex III, 2-b).

Many federal forests in the United States are managed under the “ecosystem management”

paradigm, which strives to find a sensible middle ground between ensuring long-term protection

of the environment while allowing an increasing population to use its natural resources for

maintaining and improving human life (Rauscher, 1999).

Several definitions of sustainable forestry exist throughout the literature.  For example,

the American Forest and Paper Association defines sustainable forestry as “to meet the needs of

the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs by

practicing a land stewardship ethic which integrates the reforestation, managing, growing,

nurturing, and harvesting of trees for useful products with the conservation of soil, air, and water

quality, wildlife and fish habitat, and aesthetics” (American Forest and Paper Association, 2001,

p. 1).  Pretty and Hine (2001) take an assets-based approach in defining sustainable agriculture

that can be applied to sustainable forestry.  Natural, social, human, physical, and financial are

five types of capital commonly addressed in the literature (Table 1) (Pretty and Hine, 2001;

Putnam, 1995; Costanza et al, 1997; Upoff, 1998).  “The basic premise is that sustainable

systems, whether farms, firms, communities, or economies, accumulate stocks of these five

capital assets, thereby increasing per capita endowments of all forms of capital over time” (Pretty

and Hine, 2001: Chapter 1, p. 2).

Natural capital produces nature’s goods and services, and comprises food, wood, and fiber;
water supply and regulation; treatment, assimilation, and decomposition of
wastes; nutrient cycling and fixation; soil formation; biological control of
pests; climate regulation; wildlife habitats; storm protection and flood
control; carbon sequestration; pollination; and recreation and leisure.

Social capital yields a flow of mutually beneficial collective action, contributing to the
cohesiveness of people in their societies. The social assets comprising social
capital include norms, values and attitudes that predispose people to
cooperate; relations of trust, reciprocity and obligations; and common rules
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and sanctions mutually agreed or handed-down. These are connected and
structured in networks and groups.

Human capital is the total capability residing in individuals, based on their stock of
knowledge, skills, health and nutrition. It is enhanced by their access to
services that provide these, such as schools, medical services, and adult
training. People’s productivity is increased by their capacity to interact with
productive technologies and with other people. Leadership and
organizational skills are particularly important in making other resources
more valuable.

Physical capital is the store of human-made material resources, and comprises buildings
(housing, factories), market infrastructure, irrigation works, roads and
bridges, tools and tractors, communications, and energy and transportation
systems, that make labor more productive.

Financial capital is accumulated claims on goods and services, built up through financial
systems that gather savings and issue credit, such as pensions, remittances,
welfare payments, grants and subsidies.

Table 1. Five types of capital are commonly addressed in the literature (Pretty and
Hine 2001: Chapter 1, pgs. 1-2).

For the purposes of this research “sustainable forestry” is defined as implementing

appropriate technologies and management practices considering site-specific characteristics to

maximize benefits of forests and minimize damage to valued natural assets (water, soil, air,

biodiversity, and wildlife) and human health.  This definition and perspective helps clarify what

constitutes sustainable forestry practices.  Sustainable practices have a positive feedback effect

on natural, social, and human capital, while less sustainable ones deplete them (Pretty and Hine,

2001).

Aside from the confounding sociopolitical factors, common core environmental variables

connect the sustainable forestry literature.  The unique nature of SMZ’s closely ties these

interfaces between water and land to the core environmental variables.  The following section

identifies and briefly summarizes these variables.
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Core Environmental Variables

Water

“Water … is a precious commodity – our most precious commodity – but paradoxically

abundant enough for its true value to be overlooked or under-appreciated – or perhaps simply

misunderstood” (Falconer and Foresman, 2002: p. 45).  The provision and maintenance of clean

water will remain one of the leading challenges to sustainability in the future (Todaro, 2000).

Given the assets-based model of sustainability and the aforementioned definition of sustainable

forestry, forest management practices geared toward improving or maintaining water quality and

supply are clearly sustainable practices and are the primary focus of this research.

The prudent management of streams, lakes, and wetlands in forest ecosystems represents

one of the most revolutionary changes in forestry in the latter half of the 20th century (Kohm and

Franklin, 1997, p. 69).  From the late 1800s until World War II, lower reaches of northwestern

watersheds in the US were subject to log drives or artificial floods created to push logs down

rivers to mills (Sedell and Luchessa 1982; Sedell and Frogatt, 1984).  Prior to 1950, most timber

harvest operations gave little regard to resulting environmental impacts.  Watercourses were

viewed as a means to facilitate log transport, rather than something to be protected.  Detrimental

harvesting operations existed throughout North America, resulting in mass deforestation,

severely disrupted hydrology, large sediment loads deposited into streams, lakes, and estuaries,

increased stream temperatures and dramatic alteration of aquatic habitats (Conway, 1982).

Vegetated filters are now widely appreciated for their effectiveness in controlling NPS pollution

and promoting infiltration of water into soil (Carpenter et al, 1998; Phillips, 1989 a; Schlosser

and Karr, 1981).  These SMZ’s also help buffer streams against increased temperature associated

with exposure to sunlight (Spur and Barnes, 1980).
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Soil

In addition to the potential impacts of erosion and soil compaction associated with timber

harvesting, there are a multitude of other “soil health” factors to be considered.  Soil physical and

chemical condition, available moisture, nutrient availability and aeration directly affect tree

growth and must be considered on a site-specific basis (Baker and Broadfoot, 1979).  Each of

these factors is a result of complex interactions between basic soil-forming factors; including

parent material, climate, weathering (physical, chemical and biological breakdown of minerals),

topography, time and biota (Prichett and Fisher, 1979).  Effective soil management requires that

the influence of each soil-forming factor be considered in its specific setting and appropriate

measures be taken to encourage soil health.  Simply stated, some soils can withstand certain

types of disturbances better than others (Buol et al., 1989; Plaster, 1997; Tisdale et al., 1993;

Hewlett, 1982).

Forest Health

Underpinning all successful pest control in forests is the necessity to keep trees in a

healthy, vigorous condition (United States Department of Agriculture, 1989).  Trees under stress

are much more susceptible to attack from insect and disease (Daniel et al., 1979; Wenger, 1984).

Stressed trees will exhibit different spectral reflectance characteristics than healthy trees of the

same species, allowing for stress detection through remote sensing (Belokon et al., 1997; Jensen,

2000).  Sensors detecting infrared wavelengths of electromagnetic (EM) energy can detect such

stresses before they are apparent visually.

Wildlife Habitat

Wildlife habitat is defined as “an area with the combination of resources (like food, cover

and water) and environmental conditions (like temperature, precipitation, presence or absence of
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predators and competitors) that promotes occupancy by individuals of a given species (or

population) and allows those individuals to survive and reproduce” (Morrison et al., 1992 p. 11).

Once the habitat requirements for a species are known remote sensing can be used to help

identify those areas in a landscape, or identify areas that might serve as suitable habitat.  Habitat

fragmentation is a key concern in wildlife planning strategies (Morrison et al., 1992).

Biodiversity

“As our knowledge of the dependence of wildlife (defined here as vertebrates) on forests

has grown, concerns with biological diversity have spilled into the much larger world of

invertebrates, fungi and other small but functionally important organisms” (Kohm and Franklin,

1997, p. 7).  Over the past thirty years, biological diversity has been a topic of great debate

among scientists with many questions left unanswered, even unasked.  For example, does

biodiversity promote ecological stability?  If so, how much diversity is enough?  Should we

artificially create highly diverse forests or strive for some historical structure that should exist

without anthropogenic effects?  Are there exotic species that are desirable elements of

biodiversity?  What areas should be the highest priority for protection and why (Kohm and

Franklin, 1997)?  These questions highlight the need for broad approaches to manage forest

biodiversity.  The real emphasis behind maintaining or managing biodiversity seems to be aimed

at conserving biological diversity, ensuring long-term site productivity and function of forested

ecosystems (Kohm and Franklin, 1997).

Sustained Yield

Managing for sustained yield of forest products means managing such that annual harvest

volumes do not exceed the average annual rates of growth (Daniel et al., 1979).  Numerous

strategies are employed in an effort to achieve sustained yield (Smith, 1986; Wenger, 1984).
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Given the broad scope of sustainable forestry, sustained yield can refer to a variety of factors

other than supply of wood products.  Sustained yield of clean water, food (including aquatic and

terrestrial animals) and other important resources must also be considered.

Special Sites

There are many values derived from forests in addition to the tangible products they

yield.  Within the sustainable forestry movement, emphasis has been placed on protecting the

natural state of areas for the direct benefit of humans.  The sustainable management of forests

should include the protection of ecologically viable representative or unique examples of forests,

including primary/old-growth forests, as well as cultural, spiritual, historical, geological,

archaeological, religious and other unique and valuable areas (United Nations, 1992; American

Forest Foundation, 2001).

Purpose

The question driving this research is whether or not we can develop a minimalist solution

to efficiently, accurately, and effectively plan water resource management by integrating

remotely sensed image data with geographic information into a tool that will be useful for

planners, land managers, or policymakers worldwide?  Initial analysis indicates that there are

tremendous improvements in the ability to locate the upper reaches of first and second order

streams (Figure 1), which are critical to effective water management, using QuickBird imagery

compared to more traditional sources of satellite imagery like the Landsat series.  Given the

international framework of this study and known barriers to global pervasiveness of information

and communication technologies (Deichmann and Wood, 200; Pretty, 2001; Chowdhury, 2001),

emphasis will be placed on developing a minimalist solution.
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Objectives

1. Integrate QuickBird imagery into a GIS model that accurately delineates SMZ

boundaries.

2. Determine the strengths of relationships between SMZ reflectance values and water

quality.

3. Develop a widely adoptable tool to support a specific sustainable forestry practice.

Study Area

The primary research sites are in Mississippi (Figure 2).  However, the research

framework is international and the results will be tested internationally.  Three distinct

environmental settings were chosen to represent the range of natural and anthropogenic surface

Figure 1.  Images a, c, and e in the
image pairs to the right have been re-
sampled to 30 m to represent Landsat
TM.  Images b, d, and f are displayed
using normal QuickBird resolutions.
When viewing large areas, there is not
a dramatic difference in the amount of
information conveyed between 30 m
and 2.4 m pixels (a and b respectively)
and the 30 m pixels are considerably
more efficient computationally.
Zooming in closer, a third order stream
is visible in the 30 m resolution image
(c), but the second order stream
flowing in from the north is only
interpretable in the 2.4 meter resolution
image (d).  At larger scales, 30 m
pixels are essentially not interpretable
(e), while the 61 cm panchromatic
QuickBird image reveals tremendous
detail about the stream and its
surroundings.

a).                                 b).

c).                                     d).

e).                                     f).
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features and multiple land uses of the forests in Mississippi.  One research site is Holly Springs

National Forest in the North Central Hills physiographic region.  Imagery from this site will

include both national forest and adjacent forest industry lands along the eastern border of the

national forest.  The second site is section 16 of township 25 N, range 9 E, Scott County,

Mississippi lying in the Jackson Prairie physiographic region.  The high alkalinity of Jackson

Prairie soils presents unique challenges to forest managers in the region.  The third site is

approximately 530 hectares owned by Southgate Timber, Inc. in the Pine Belt region of Lamar

County.

Figure 2.  QuickBird imagery will be collected monthly during the 2003 growing
season from each of three primary research sites in Mississippi.

Methodology and Tasks

DigitalGlobe’s QuickBird satellite is the only commercial satellite to offer sub-meter

resolution imagery (Figures 3 and 4).  It collects image data with a 61 cm resolution
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panchromatic channel (450 – 900 nm) and four 2.4 m resolution multispectral channels

corresponding to blue (450 – 520 nm), green (520 - 600 nm), red (630 – 690 nm), and near

infrared (760 – 900 nm) wavelengths.  Many remote sensing applications in forestry require fine

spatial resolution imagery traditionally available only through aerial photography.  Small streams

can also be identified more precisely with fine resolution imagery than with coarse.  When

classifying digital image data, the large proportion of mixed pixels that can occur in coarser

spatial resolution imagery results in greater statistical variance among cover types subsequently

reducing the accuracy of statistical classification (King, 1999).

Landsat TM data is widely used for monitoring and making landscape level management

decisions.  The relatively long history and legacy of Landsat data contribute to it being a readily

available data source.  Landsat TM channels 1, 2, 3, and 4 have the same spectral ranges as

QuickBird’s blue, green, red, and NIR channels respectively.  However, Landsat has much

coarser spatial resolution (30 m compared to QuickBird’s 2.4 m multispectral and 61 cm

panchromatic channels), which could overlook the fine detail required to effectively implement

SMZ’s.  To be most effective, SMZ’s must extend along all streams including intermittent and

ephemeral drains (Wenger, 1999).  QuickBird scenes (16.5 km x 165 km) will be collected

monthly during the 2003 growing season for each of the research sites and corresponding

Landsat TM data will be acquired for at least one growing season date for each study site.
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Figure 3. A QuickBird image of part of DeSoto
National Forest displayed using bands 4, 3, 2 (R,
G, B).

Figure 4. A Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) image of the same data.  Healthy
green vegetation appears bright in the image.

Using the image data, each of the streams will be identified and converted to vectors for

subsequent GIS analysis.  Experiments are underway towards automating this process.  Stream

vectors will be classified as either an ephemeral or intermittent drainage or by their appropriate

stream order designation.  Once the streams have been identified and converted to vectors, SMZ

boundaries will be generated in the GIS.  In order to make valid comparisons between SMZ

characteristics and water quality, water samples will be collected several times throughout the

growing season from completely forested, partially forested, and non-forested SMZ’s of first and

second order streams.  Water samples will be analyzed for total suspended sediment (TSS).  To

be statistically valid, the sampling points will be randomly selected from linear stream segments.

The information required to determine appropriate SMZ width is similar to that needed to

apply the universal soil loss equation (Plaster, 1997; Wenger, 1999) and that identified by

Landsburg and Gower (1991: cited in Franklin, 2001) as being necessary considerations for

practicing sustainable forestry.  Along the same lines, Phillips (1989 b) developed the riparian
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buffer delineation equation (RBDE) to delineate SMZ’s based on soil properties,

geomorphology, and surface conditions in the North Carolina Coastal Plain.  He derived two

equations to describe buffer (or SMZ) effectiveness, both of which objectively compare a given

SMZ to a user-defined reference (Wenger, 1999).  Phillips’ (1989 b) first equation (the Hydraulic

Model) focuses exclusively on overland flow of sediments and associated contaminants:

Bb/Br = (Kb/Kr)(Lb/Lr)
0.4(sb/sr

)-1.3(nb/nr)
0.6

Where B = buffer effectiveness, K = saturated hydraulic conductivity, L = width of

buffer, s = slope, and n = Manning’s roughness coefficient.  The b and r subscripts denote the

buffer being analyzed and the reference buffer, respectively.  Since not all pollutants depend

entirely upon overland flow for transport, the second equation derived by Phillips (1989 b) (the

Detention Model) considers both overland and subsurface flow.

Bb/Br = (nb/nr)
0.6(Lb/Lr)

2(Kb/Kr)
0.4(sb/sr

)-0.7(Cb/Cr)

Where C = soil moisture capacity and the other variables are the same as in the first

equation.  According to Phillips (1989 b), for SMZ delineation, only that portion of the soil

profile lying above a seasonal high water table should be used to compute C.

The Phillips model is a good starting point, but it lacks objectivity because it is only as

good as the user-defined reference.  It also lacks the intuitiveness necessary to make exceptions

when needed.  For example, according to the Phillips model wetland areas make poor riparian

buffers, a prediction that goes against scientific knowledge and common sense (Wenger, 1999).

Nonetheless, the Phillips model has been the focus of a series of studies conducted by Xiang and

Stratton (1996) using GIS to delineate buffers, and it will also play a part in this research project.

The soils data needed to feed the Phillips model are being are being acquired online from the

GIS compatible National Soil Survey Geographic Database published by the USDA Natural
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Resource Conservation Service (United States Department of Agriculture, 2001).  Slope

gradients are being calculated from digital elevation models (DEM’s).  Manning’s roughness

coefficients have been acquired from published tables (Table 2).

Natural Streams Manning’s n
Clean and Straight 0.030
Major Rivers 0.035
Sluggish with Deep Pools 0.040

Table 2.  Manning’s n coefficients for natural streams (Edwards,
2003).

In the spirit of developing a functional tool with minimal input, a less data intensive

objective means of delineating SMZ’s will be adopted for this research.  Wenger (1999)

published an extensive literature review indicating that the following SMZ delineation guidelines

are scientifically sound.  The following guidelines will drive the SMZ delineation model for this

research:

1.  A minimum base width of 15.5 m

2.  Increase base width 1 m for every 1% increase in slope

3.  Slopes greater than 25% do not contribute to the buffer width measurement.

Using these rules, a GIS model will delineate variable width SMZ’s around all streams

vectors extracted from the satellite imagery.  Phillips’ model will be run in selected areas to

compare the performance of the two models.  Despite its limitations, the Phillips model will

provide a useful reference in this study for validation and verification purposes.

In addition to objectively delineating SMZ’s, this research will also objectively evaluate

SMZ effectiveness by determining relationships between reflectance values within the SMZ

boundaries and water quality.  Studies have shown that Normalized Difference Vegetation Index

(NDVI) values are related to ecosystem function (Stoms and Hargrove, 2000; Box et al, 1989).
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NDVI and its various modifications like soil adjusted NDVI (SAVI), as well as red reflectance

and other ratios and indices will be studied to compare strengths of relationships with water

quality.  Depending upon the data distribution, either parametric or non-parametric correlation

techniques will be used (Steel and Torrie, 1980).

Expected Outcomes

Many developing countries lack the social, physical, and financial capital necessary for

implementing environmental solutions that require extensive training and maintenance

(Deichmann and Wood, 2001; Chowdhury, 2001).  This research is integrating remotely sensed

image data into a GIS-based model that will guide the sustainable forestry practice of

implementing SMZ’s to protect and conserve water.  In doing so, this project will demonstrate

how SMZ maps can be efficiently and accurately produced providing useful tools for planners,

land managers, and policymakers worldwide.  Correlating stream TSS values with SMZ

reflectance values will provide a means for determining SMZ effectiveness in reducing NPS

pollution.  Also, ecological damage or improvement can be assessed.  This research will

contribute to the technological infrastructure needed for geospatial tools to become globally

pervasive by taking a minimalist approach to their application.  The initial products of this

research are being disseminated through presentations at professional conferences like the

American Association of Geographers conference in New Orleans, LA.  The final products will

be disseminated through continued presentations at conferences like ESRI’s User’s Conference

in San Diego, CA, as well as through training workshops for forest managers, and through

publications in journals like the Journal of Forestry and Ecological Applications.
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